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Coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modes are studied in a multisubband parabolic quantum wire at
room temperatures. These modes are found by calculating the spectral weight function which is related to the
inelastic Raman spectra. We use a 13 subband model. The plasmon-phonon coupling strongly modifies the
dispersion relation of the intersubband modes in the vicinity of the optical phonon frequencyvLO. Extra modes
show up as a result of the electron-phonon interaction. We carefully study the density and temperature depen-
dence of these extra modes. We also show that coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modes should be
observed for temperatures as high as 300 K.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a great deal of interest in studying many-
body excitations in quasi-one-dimensionalsQ1Dd electron
systems embedded in GaAs/AlGaAs semiconductor hetero-
structures. Important research results in these systems are
achieved through the inelastic lightsRamand scattering such
as the observation1 of Q1D collective excitations and the
verification of the predicted acoustic plasmon linear disper-
sion relation.2 In fact, the Raman scattering turned out to be
an essential technique in experimentally probing aspects of
many-body excitations of fundamental importance in such
systems.3 Most frequently, these systems are made of polar
semiconductors where the lattice vibration induced polariza-
tion field couples to Q1D electrons and, as a consequence, a
strong coupling between the intersubband plasmons and the
longitudinal-optical phonons occurs whenever their frequen-
cies match.

The electron-phonon interaction induced effects in Q1D
systems were also recently studied by means of electron and
phonon relaxation rates.4 These studies provide one with a
very insightful information about the lifetime of both opti-
cally and thermally excited electronsshot electronsd. The cal-
culation of this lifetime is intrinsically dependent on collec-
tive splasmonsd and single-particlesparticle-holed excitations
occurring in the system and leads to an effective comprehen-
sion and control in projecting quantum wire optoelectronic
applications. The plasmon-phonon coupling has also been
analyzed in the so-calledd-doped semiconductors, where
level broadening induced effects on the Raman spectrum
were shown.5

Among other issues, intersubband coupling and tempera-
ture induced effects on Q1D electron systems have also at-
tracted much attention recently.6–8 The energy gap between
subbands can be determined by the band-gap engineering,
which leads to the possibility of projecting applications such
as ballistic electron transistors, quantum wire-based infrared
photodetectors and lasers, quantum wire THZ oscillators and
modulators. Furthermore, novel applications are certainly re-
alized at very room temperature, so that the theoretical un-
derstanding of the temperature dependence of the intersub-
band many-body excitations in these systems is of
fundamental importance.

The electron-phonon coupling effects were also analyzed
previously9 in calculating the dispersion relations of coupled
intra- and intersubband plasmon-phonon modes in quantum
wires atzero temperature. A three subband model was used
and novel sextrad coupled intra- and intersubband modes
were found around the bulk LO-phonon frequency as a result
of the electron-phonon interaction. These modes arise due to
the extra coupled electron-phonon collective excitations oc-
curring in the system. They turned out to be dispersionless
having a strong bulk LO-phonon character for small values
of the wave vectorq. They begin getting dispersive as they
approach their correspondent single-particle excitationsSPEd
continua. Still at zero temperature, the plasmon-phonon cou-
pling was also studied10 in a quantum wire in the extreme
quantum regime, i.e., when there is only one subband occu-
pied with electrons. In this regime, no intersubband coupling
induced effects are considered. A coupled plasmon-phonon
mode related to electronic excitations in the singlesgroundd
subband was found, being of zero frequency atq=0. An
extra mode, arising as a consequence of the electron-phonon
interaction, was also found being of finite frequency atq
=0 and slightly greater than the bulk LO-phonon frequency.
Its physical nature turned out to be same as those appearing
in Ref. 9.

We focus this paper onroom temperatureeffects regard-
ing coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modes in a full
multisubbandQ1D system. The complete understanding of
temperature induced effects in these systems is crucial in
projecting novel opto-electronic devices based on polar
semiconductor quantum wires which might have several oc-
cupied subbands at room temperature. In this regime, a
strong intersubband coupling between the low energy sub-
bands and the higher unoccupied subbands might signifi-
cantly affect even the low-energy coupled intersubband
plasmon-phonon dispersion relations. Furthermore, the ques-
tion on how these coupled modes survive with increasing
temperature still remains. We emphasize that they indeed
survive at room temperature and could be seen in the inelas-
tic light scattering for a given region in thev-q plane. We
study them by looking at the peaks of the calculated spectral
weight function which is related to the Raman scattering.11

We use a 13 subband model in order to make sure that the
dispersion relations of the low-energy coupled plasmon-
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phonon modes do not change as more subbands are included.
Our theoretical results indicate that intersubband

plasmon-phonon modes should be observed in the Raman
scattering for temperatures up to 300 K. We found pro-
nounced peaks in the spectral weight function due to the
coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon mode related to elec-
trons in the first subband. We found the whole spectral
weight function getting broadened with increase temperature
because of the increase in the particle-holessingle-particled
decay rates caused by the presence of thermal excitations.
The boundaries of the single-particle excitation continua can
no longer be realized at room temperatures because the SPE
continua are thermally smeared over all thev-q plane. These
excitations are then responsible for Landau damping the
coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modes. The tempera-
ture itself serves then as a broadening parameter for the col-
lective modes at finite values ofq. But we show that some of
them survive at room temperatures for a wide range region in
the v-q plane.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
our theoretical formulation with the working formulas. In
Sec. III we provide our numerical results and discussions.
We conclude in Sec. IV with a summary.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

We consider a parabolic potential describing the confine-
ment in they direction of a originally two-dimensionals2Dd
electron gas embedded into a polar semiconductor. We also
assume the electron system is of zero-thickness in thez di-
rection since the energy gap between the two lowest levels
due to the confinement in this direction is safely assumed to
be greater than the confinement energyv0 in the y direction
of most samples. A 13 subband model is used with a con-
finement frequency given byv0=7 meV. The energy eigen-
values of an electron in the system is then given by

Enskxd =
"2kx

2

2m*
+ Sn −

1

2
D"v0, s1d

wherekx is the electron wave vector in thex direction and
sn− 1

2
dv0 is the electron energy levels due to the confinement

in the y direction, withn=1,2,…, being the subband index.
We consider"=1 throughout this paper.

Another important parameter is the localization length
y0=k0

−1=Î1/2m* v0 of the electrons in they direction, with
m* being the effective electron mass in the GaAs. For the
confinement parameterv0=7 meV, both the longitudinal-
optical sLOd and the transverse-opticalsTOd phonon fre-
quencies,vLO=36.25 meV andvTO=33.29 meV, respec-
tively, should be easily reached by the intersubband plasmon
branches in the system, leading to a strong plasmon-phonon
coupling around frequenciesv.5 v0. We use, therefore,
bulk phonon modes throughout this work.

A safer manner to analyze collective excitations at finite
temperatures in multisubband systems is to look directly at
the so-called spectral weight function,7

Ssq,vd = − o
ab

Imf«bsvdxabsq,vdg, s2d

wherea;si , i8d andb;s j , j8d are the coupled indices with
the subband indicesi , i8 , j , and j8. In Eq. s2d, the
frequency-dependent dielectric function«bsvd models the
polarization of the background polar semiconductor. It can
be written as a simplified form,11

«bsvd = 1 +
vTO

2 − vLO
2

v2 − vLO
2 + ivh

, s3d

whereh is the phenomenological parameter which has been
introduced to take into account phonon mode damping ef-
fects in the crystalline structure.

The density-density correlation functionxabsq,vd is ob-
tained through the generalized random phase approximation
sRPAd equation,11

o
ll8

«ll8,ii8sq,vdxll8,j j 8sq,vd = Pii8sq,vddi jdi8 j8, s4d

which involves the electronic dielectric function«absq,vd
and the 1D multisubband irreducible polarizability,

P j j 8sq,vd = 2o
kx

f j8fEj8skx + qdg − f jfEjskxdg

Ej8skx + qd − Ejskxd + v + ig
. s5d

Here, f jsEd is the noninteracting Fermi-Dirac distribution
function andg is the phenomenological damping constant
indicating level broadening due mainly to the electron scat-
tering by impurity centers. We takeg=10−1v0 and h
=10−3v0 throughout this paper, which are as realistic as
those in experimental conditions.12

Single-particle excitation continua are those regions in the
v-q plane where the imaginary part of the polarizability
ImfPsq,vdgÞ0. These excitations are responsible for Lan-
dau damping the collective modes as they approachsor en-
terd their correspondent continua.11 The boundaries of these
continua are well defined by doing some algebra in Eq.s5d
within the clean limit, i.e.,g→0.13 This algebra is straight-
forward at zero temperature, since the Fermi distribution
function in Eq.s5d is given by the step functionusEj −EFd
with EF being the Fermi energy. The existence of a sharp
Fermi edge leads to a well-defined curves in thev-q plane
describing the boundaries of the single-particle excitation
continua. Higher values ofg should continuously broad these
curves.

But the sharpness of the Fermi edge is destroyed with
increasing temperature due to thermal excitations and, as a
consequence, one cannot longer find the boundaries of the
single-particle excitation continua by manipulating Eq.s5d.7
These boundaries can no longer be realized at high tempera-
tures because the SPE continua are thermally smeared. At
finite temperature, the imaginary part of the polarizability
ImfPsq,vdgÞ0 at any point in thev-q plane, even in the
clean limit.8 As a consequence, one has to calculate the spec-
tral weight function concerning each plasmon-phonon mode
for all values ofv and q in order to study the temperature
induced Landau damping in the system. As we mentioned
above, spectral functions should be broadened with increas-
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ing temperature, corresponding to an increase in the single-
particle decay rates caused by the presence of thermal exci-
tations.

On the other hand, the phenomenological parameter rep-
resented byg in Eq. s5d is responsible for smoothing the
singular nature of the one-dimensionals1Dd density of
states.14 This smoothing is observed when the optical spectra
is broadened byg. It also suppresses the divergence of the
plasmon emission threshold which is seen in the hot-electron
energy relaxation rate. We then point out the equivalence
between the temperature and the phenomenological damping
parameterg. Thermal excitationsas well as the phenomeno-
logical parametergd broadens the plasmon modes by stating
that ImfPsq,vdg should be finite for all values ofq andv. In
that strict sense, they both are smoothing the singular nature
of the 1D density of states. We will show below that high
temperature values are responsible for strongly broadening
the less weighted peaks which appear in the spectral weight
function. We will also show that those peaks in the spectral
weight function with great intensities survive at room tem-
perature.

The electronic dielectric function«absq,vd in Eq. s4d is
written as a summation of the two contributions: the
electron-phonon interactionsfirst termd and the electron-
electron interactionssecond termd. It has the following
form:11

«absq,vd = «bsvddab − Vabsqd · Pbsq,vd, s6d

where

Vii8,j j 8sqd =
2e2

«`
E dyE dy8fisydfi8sydK0squy − y8ud

3f jsy8df j8sy8d s7d

is the Coulomb electron-electron bare interaction in the 1D
geometry. Here,«` is the high-frequency dielectric constant
of the background,e is the electron charge,fisyd is the
single-particle wave function of the electron in the subbandi,
andK0squy−y8ud is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function
of the second order. One is allowed to write Eq.s6d provided
the polarizabilities for both the electron and the phonon sys-
tems are additives when they are written within the RPA. The
only assumption in its derivation is that the electrons had
electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions. The
electron-electron and the electron-phonon interactions are
treated on the same footing. Notice that, by setting«bsvd
=1 in Eq. s6d, i.e., without an electron-phonon interaction,
the dielectric function of the Q1D electron gas within the
RPA is obviously recovered. Within this approach, all tem-
perature dependence comes out from the electron polarizabil-
ity Pbsq,vd through the Fermi-Dirac function.

The symmetry of the confinement potential in they direc-
tion leads to the electron-electron Coulomb interaction,

Vabsqd = 0, s8d

when i + i8+ j + j8 is an odd number. As a consequence, the
dielectric matrix elementssboth the real and the imaginary
partsd,

«absq,vd = 0, s9d

for i + i8+ j + j8=odd. The dielectric matrix can then be de-
coupled into two submatrices«ab

evensq,vd and«ab
oddsq,vd with

both i + i8 and j + j8 being even and odd numbers, respec-
tively. The evensoddd dielectric submatrix involves only that
electron-electron interaction which describes the first elec-
tron scattering from subbandi to subbandi8 with i + i8
=even si + i8=oddd while the second one is being scattered
from subbandj to j8 with j + j8=evens j + j8=oddd. As a con-
sequence of that, the spectral weight function can be treated
separately into two parts:

Ssq,vd = Sevensq,vd + Soddsq,vd. s10d

The peaks in the functionSsq,vd provide one with the
coupled plasmon-phonon excitations and, from theirv posi-
tion, one is able to obtain the dispersion relations of the
modes. By showing all excitation modes throughSsq,vd,
one provides a very efficient guide of what should be observ-
able in the experiments. These observations are certainly de-
pendent on external probesse.g., light polarizationd. The
quantity Ssq,vd is directly related to the opticalssuch as
inelastic light scattering spectrad and transportssuch as con-
ductivityd properties.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show in Fig. 1 the dispersion relations of the coupled
plasmon-phonon modessopen-dot curvesd. They are taken
from the peaks insad Sevensq,vd andsbd Soddsq,vd for differ-
ent wave vectorsq. The temperatureT=50 K and the elec-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined The plasmon dispersion relations ob-
tained from the peaks insad Sevensq,vd and sbd Soddsq,vd for T
=50 K andNe=106 cm−1. Thin solid lines show the dispersion re-
lations without an electron-phonon interaction. The horizontal
dashed lines indicate the frequencies of LO and TO phonons,vLO

=5.17v0 andvTO=4.75v0, respectively. The inset shows the vicin-
ity of v=vLO. The intensity scale there is changed according to the
change in thev-axis scale.
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tron densityNe=1.03106 cm−1. The colors indicate the in-
tensity of the spectral weight calculated for the entirev-q
plane. They go from navy bluesdarkd with zero intensity to
red ssoft darkd, which indicates a variation of 10 times in the
spectral intensity. ForNe=1.03106 cm−1, two subbands are
occupied with the lowest one having the most electron den-
sity. This helps us to identify the most weighted peaks in Fig.
1sad: the coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modess1,3d,
s1,5d, ands1,7d as well as the intrasubband ones1,1d. These
modes are related to electrons in the lowest subband. Extra
coupled modes labeled ass1,1d8 , s1,3d8 , s1,5d8, ands1,7d8
are better seen in the inset. They show up in the vicinity of
vLO as a result of the electron-phonon interaction. On the
other hand, Fig. 1sbd shows the dispersion relations of the
intersubband coupled modess1,2d, s1,4d, s1,6d, ands1,8d. The
extra modess1,2d8 , s1,4d8, and s1,6d8 also appear in the
inset as a result of the interaction between electrons and LO
phonons. These novel modessm,nd8 serve as a complement
to the modessm,nd since they also correspond to coupled
collective excitations involving the same subbands. They are
not present in the absence of the electron-phonon interaction
ssolid linesd. They show up due to the strong electron-
phonon coupling occurring in the reststrahlen region of the
GaAs. Notice also that the branches abovesbelowd vLO shift
to higherslowerd frequencies when the electron-phonon in-
teraction is considered. The presence of bulk LO phonons in
the system is responsible for such a shift. This effect is also
observed at zero temperature.9 The upper panels in Fig. 1
detail the vicinity ofvLO=5.17v0. The intensity scales in the
upper panel are changed according to the change in the
v-axis scale. In this region, only the modes related to elec-
trons in the first subband are of noticeable intensities. But we
show the less weighted extra modes2,8d8 appearing in Fig.
1sad, while the modes2,7d is seen in Fig. 1sbd. We mention
that these modes are being seen atT=50 K due to their
strong phononlike character. Notice that our model deals
with bulk phonons being independent of the temperature and,
as consequence, coupled modes with a strong phononlike
character should be the less affected by the temperature.

At zero temperature, this system presents the second sub-
band occupied with about 24% of the total amount of elec-
trons. The depolarization shiftswhich is the energy differ-
ence between the intersubband SPE continua and its
correspondent coupled intersubband mode atq=0d presented
by the modess2,nd are then relatively smaller than those
depolarization shifts presented by the coupled modess1,nd
because there are relatively more electrons in the first sub-
band. For the sake of clarity, we show in Fig. 2 the zero-
temperature dispersion relations of the coupled plasmon-
phonon modesssolid curvesd which are given by the zeros of
the determinant of the dielectric tensorssad «ab

evensq,vd and
sbd «ab

oddsq,vd. The most weighted peaks appearing insad
Sevensq,vd and sbd Soddsq,vd for T=0 are also indicated by
open circles. The upper panels show thev-q plane around
vLO=5.17v0. Figure 2 also shows the greensdarkd and yel-
low sbrightd regions describing the single-particle excitation
continuasat T=0d related to the first and second subbands,
respectively. We see that depolarization shifts regarding
coupled intersubband modess2,nd are about 4 times smaller

than those depolarization shifts of the modess1,nd. As a
consequence, the coupled modes related to electrons in the
second subband are seen with much smaller intensities in the
spectral weight function atT=0. They are then the best can-
didates to be affected by thermal excitation induced effects
which definitely occur in the vicinity of the yellow regions.

By comparing Figs. 1 and 2, we show that most modes
s2,nd are indeed damped by the temperature and, as a con-
sequence, only the coupled intersubband modess1,nd related
to electrons in the first subband are seen with noticeable
intensities atT=50 K. The temperature damps those inter-
subband modes which are of a small depolarization shift.
Furthermore, the temperature damping on thes1,nd peaks
also contributes to the vanishingsdampingd of those small
peaks, even in the long wavelength limit. A higher spectral
weight sred regionsd is then found for coupled intersubband
modess1,nd related to the first subband at small wave vec-
torsq. Thoses2,nd modes not appearing in Fig. 1 have been
Landau damped due to the increasing of thermal excitations
in the system.

Notice that Landau damping is characterized by the en-
ergy transfer from the collective mode to particlessparticle

FIG. 2. sColor onlined The plasmon dispersion relations at zero
temperature ssolid linesd obtained from the zeros ofsad
detu«ab

evensq,vdu=0 and sbd detu«ab
oddsq,vdu=0. Open dots represent

the plasmon dispersion relations obtained from the peaks insad
Sevensq,vd andsbd Soddsq,vd. The electron density is the same as in
Fig. 1. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the frequencies of LO
and TO phonons,vLO=5.17v0 andvTO=4.75v0, respectively. The
inset shows the vicinity ofv=vLO. The greensdarkd and yellow
sbrightd regions describe the SPE continua related to the first and
second subbands, respectively.
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holesd traveling at the same velocity as the phase velocity of
the collective modes.11 As a consequence, Landau damping
at a finite temperature can be significant if the Fermi distri-
bution functionffvm,nsqdg is non-negligible, withvm,nsqd be-
ing the phase velocity of the modesm,nd. That means the
Landau damping is strong if the phase velocity is less than or
in the order of the thermal velocity. For instance, the coupled

plasmon-phonon modes2,2d at zero temperature can be well
fitted by a linear dispersion relation in the long wavelength
limit.13 Its phase velocityv2,2,N2 is, therefore, independent
of the wave vector, being mostly dependent on the electron
density in the second subbandN2. Since this phase velocity
does not change with increasingq, the thermal velocity easy
reachesv2,2sqd at T=50 K, leading to the strong damping of
the modes2,2d, even at smallq. In the same way, tempera-
ture induced Landau damping over the modes2,2d should
also increase as the number of electrons in the second sub-
bandN2 is reduced. Furthermore, the coupled intersubband
modess2,nd present phase velocities which can be written as
v2,nsqd,D2,n/q in the long wavelength limit, whereD2,n is
the depolarization shift of the modes2,nd.15 This depolariza-
tion shift depends directly on the electron density in the sec-
ond subband. For extremely low densities in this subband,
D2,n is very small and, as a consequence, the phase velocity
v2,n can be finite even for small values ofq. Hence thermal
velocities at room temperature can indeed reachv2,n and, as
a consequence, the Landau damping should play its role over
the intersubband modess2,nd. We should mention, however,
that in cases in which the phase velocitiesvm,nsq=0d→` all
sm,nd peaks should be observed atq=0. But we were not
able to numerically find them in Fig. 1 forq=0 since the
temperature broadening over thes1,nd peaks also contributes
to the vanishingsdampingd of those very small peaks in
Ssq,vd.

FIG. 3. The spectral weightsad Sevensq,vd andsbd Soddsq,vd for
q=0.05k0 and T=50 K. The electron density varies fromNe=1.0
3106 cm−1 sthe lowest curved to Ne=2.353106 cm−1 sthe top
curved with a difference of 0.153106 cm−1. The insets indicate the
position of the peaks as a function ofNe. Vertical and horizontal
dashed lines indicate the frequencies of TO and LO phonons.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined The temperature dependence of the peaks
in sad Sevensq,vd and sbd Soddsq,vd for q=0.05k0 and Ne=1.0
3106 cm−1. The colors and the horizontal dashed lines indicate the
same as in Fig. 1. The insets show the vicinity of the frequency
v=vLO.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Intersubband coupled modess1,nd ob-
tained by mapping the spectral weight functionfsad and scdg
Sevensq,vd and fsbd and sddg Soddsq,vd at T=300 K. The electron
density in sad and sbd is Ne=106 cm−1, while we takeNe=2.22
3106 cm−1 in scd andsdd. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the fre-
quencies of TO and LO phonons.
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We show in Fig. 3 the spectral weightsad Sevensq,vd and
sbd Soddsq,vd as a function of frequencies aroundvLO for
several values of the electron densityNe. The temperature is
the same as in Fig. 1 and we take the wave vectorq
=0.05k0. The density varies from 1.03106 cm−1 sthe lowest
curved to 2.353106 cm−1 sthe top curved with a step of
0.153106 cm−1. The spectral intensity scale in Fig. 3 is al-
most five times smaller than those scales indicated by the
colors in Fig. 1. Intersubband modess1,nd indeed represent
the most weighted peaks appearing in the spectral weight
function. But we, nevertheless, keep looking closer at the
vicinity of vLO where the extra modes are seen. The lowest
curve in Fig. 3sad shows the modess1,7d8 , s2,8d8 , s1,3d8,
ands1,5d8, while Fig. 3sbd clearly shows the most weighted
peaks due to the coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon
modess1,6d and s1,6d8. The modess1,2d8 , s2,9d8 , s1,4d8,
and s2,7d are also identified in Fig. 3sbd, but they are of a
very small spectral weight, even for the highest density. In
Fig. 3sad, we see the coupled extra modes3,9d8, related to
electrons in the third subband, gaining spectral weight when
the third subband is getting occupied. This happens forNe
=1.93106 cm−1. For lower densities, this mode is also seen,
but with smaller intensity.

The inset shows the energy position of all peaks as a
function of total electron densityNe. We point out that the
coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modess1,6d ands2,7d
shift to higher frequencies as the density increases due to the
enhancement of the depolarization shift. At the same time,
the complementary extra modessn,md8, which lie belowvLO

shift instead to lower frequencies. This sort of dependence is
due to the strong electron-phonon coupling occurring in this
region. It can be interpreted as a signature of the electron-
phonon interaction.

We further explore this system by showing in Fig. 4 thev
positionsopen dot curvesd of the most weighted peaks insad
Sevensq,vd and sbd Soddsq,vd as a function of the tempera-
ture. We take the electron densityNe=1.03106 cm−1 and the
wave vectorq=0.05k0. As the temperature increases, the
electron density in the firstssecondd subband decreasessin-

creasesd. As a consequence, the peaks of the intersubband
coupled modess1,nd(s2,nd) related to the firstssecondd sub-
band shift to lowershigherd frequencies due to the decrease
sincreased of the depolarization shift. Such a change is
mainly induced by the redistribution of the electron density
in the different subbands. However, the extra modess1,nd8
and s2,nd8, which are seen in the insets and appear below
vLO, present the opposite behavior. This is the same signa-
ture which appears in the previous figure. The clearer regions
indicate the survival of the intersubband coupled modes
s1,nd for room temperatures.

For the sake of completeness, we compare, in Fig. 5, the
dispersion relations atT=300 K for two different electron
densities. We show in Figs. 5sad and 5sbd the intersubband
coupled modess1,nd for Ne=1.03106 cm−1, while Figs.
5scd and 5sdd show the same forNe=2.23106 cm−1. Spectral
weight intensities decrease as the wave vectorq increases,
but they are still clearly noticeable atT=300 K sred regionsd
for both densities.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have mapped out thev-q plane concern-
ing coupled intersubband plasmon-phonon modes at room
temperatures in multisubband Q1D quantum wires based on
polar semiconductor structures. We analyzed them by look-
ing at the peaks of the spectral weight function. We studied
the temperature dependence of the extra coupled plasmon-
phonon modes which arise as a consequence of the electron-
phonon interaction. We also studied them as a function of the
electron density in the vicinity of longitudinal-optical pho-
non frequencyvLO. We remarkably found coupled intersub-
band plasmon-phonon modes related to the first subband sur-
viving up to temperatures as high as 300 K.
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